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But you, Daniel, shut up the words, and seal 
the book until the time of the end……
Daniel 12:4



OBJECTIVES

• Define and understand the 70 “weeks” of Daniel. What is a “week”? Define it!

• Look at the first 70 year Babylonian exile in history during the time of Daniel.

• How did Daniel decode the scriptures and figure out “What time is it?”

• Understand Daniel’s method of calculation for knowing when the exile was to end.

• Apply Daniel’s method of calculation for understanding when our exile today will end.

• How close are we to the end of OUR exile?



THE FIRST 70 YEAR EXILE

• The 70 years, that sets the stage for Daniel 9 (see verse 2), was a fulfillment of the 

covenant judgment of exile:

• “to fulfill the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had enjoyed her 

Sabbaths. As long as she lay desolate she kept Sabbath, to fulfill seventy years.” 

2 Chronicles 36:21



START WITH DEFINITIONS: WHAT ARE THE 70 
“WEEKS”? HERE IS THE TRADITIONAL VIEW

• Weeks = 7 weeks of Years  

• Traditional view:  1 week = 7 years

• 70 weeks X 7 years = 490 years

• Final “week” of Daniel = 7 years



TRADITIONAL VIEW: LAST “WEEK” = 7 YEARS

• Anti-messiah will make a 7 year “peace treaty” for Israel, and then halfway into the 7 

years, the treaty will be broken. The abomination that causes desolation with go up on 

the Temple Mount.

• The book, “The Late Great Planet Earth” made this interpretation 

widely popular.



FINAL WEEK OF DANIEL = 7 YEAR PEACE TREATY 
AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WEEK, IT’S BROKEN

Year 1 3 and ½ year mark Year 7

Peace treaty signed 
by anti-messiah

Abomination that 
causes desolation goes 
up on Temple Mount



WE ARE GOING TO BREAK OUT OF OUR BOX OF 
ASSUMPTIONS AND LOOK WITH FRESH VISION



BUT WAIT! COULD THERE BE ANOTHER WAY TO 
INTERPRET THIS?



DEFINE OUR TERMS: WHAT ARE THE 70 “WEEKS” OF 
DANIEL?

• 70 “weeks” = 70 Feast of Weeks or 70 Shavu’im

• Way of marking the years by counting the feasts.

• Weeks defined in the Hebrew: 

• Shavui’m which means: Feast of Weeks or Plural of 

Shavuot



HOW DID DANIEL DECODE THE SCRIPTURES AND 
FIGURE OUT: “WHAT TIME IS IT?”

• He studied the scriptures

• He looked at history and current events

• He lined up scriptures with history and current events

• Then he connected the dots!



THE SCRIPTURES DANIEL STUDIED ABOUT THE 
FIRST 70 YEAR EXILE

• "I will summon all the peoples of the north and my servant Nebuchadnezzar king of 

Babylon," declares the Lord, "and I will bring them against this land and its inhabitants and 

against all the surrounding nations. I will completely destroy them and make them an 

object of horror and scorn, and an everlasting ruin. I will banish from them the sounds of 

joy and gladness, the voices of bride and bridegroom, the sound of millstones and the 

light of the lamp. This whole country will become a desolate wasteland, and these 

nations will serve the king of Babylon seventy years. "But when the seventy 

years are fulfilled, I will punish the king of Babylon and his nation, the land of the 

Babylonians, for their guilt," declares the Lord, "and will make it desolate forever.“ 

Jeremiah 25:9-12



SCRIPTURES DANIEL STUDIED ABOUT THE FIRST 70 
YEAR EXILE

• This is what the Lord says: "When seventy years are completed for 

Babylon, I will come to you and fulfill my gracious promise to bring you 

back to this place.“ Jeremiah 29:10



SCRIPTURES ABOUT THE FIRST 70 YEAR EXILE

• He [Nebuchadnezzar] carried into exile to Babylon the remnant, who escaped from the 

sword, and they became servants to him and his sons until the kingdom of Persia came to 

power. The land enjoyed its sabbath rests; all the time of its desolation it rested, until the 

seventy years were completed in fulfillment of the word of the Lord spoken by 

Jeremiah.   2 Chron 36: 20-21



AS DANIEL STUDIED THE SCRIPTURES,  A LIGHT 
BULB WENT ON FOR HIM!

• In the first year of Darius the son of 

Ahasuerus, of the lineage of the Medes, 

who was made king over the realm of 

the Chaldeans—in the first year of his 

reign I, Daniel, understood by the books 

the number of the years specified by the 

word of the LORD through Jeremiah the 

prophet, that He would accomplish 

seventy years in the desolations of 

Jerusalem. Daniel 9:1-2



THE COVENANT: LAND IS TO ENJOY SABBATH AND 
LIE FALLOW EVERY SEVEN YEARS



THEY WERE UNDER A CURSE (EXILE) FOR 
BREAKING THIS COVENANT

• I will lay your cities waste and bring your sanctuaries to desolation, and I will not smell the 

fragrance of your sweet aromas. I will bring the land to desolation, and your enemies who 

dwell in it shall be astonished at it. I will scatter you among the nations and draw out a sword 

after you; your land shall be desolate and your cities waste. Then the land shall enjoy its 

sabbaths as long as it lies desolate and you are in your enemies’ land;

then the land shall rest and enjoy its sabbaths.  Leviticus 26: 31-34

• LAND TO ENJOY 70 YEARS OF SABBATH REST TO MAKE UP FOR NO 

SABBATHS!



HOW TO BREAK THIS CURSE? HOW TO COME 
BACK INTO COVENANT?  



HOW TO BREAK THE CURSE? HOW TO COME 
BACK INTO COVENANT?

• But if they confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their fathers, with their unfaithfulness 

in which they were unfaithful to Me, and that they also have walked contrary to Me, and 

that I also have walked contrary to them and have brought them into the land of their 

enemies; if their uncircumcised hearts are humbled, and they accept their guilt—

• Then I WILL REMEMBER My covenant with Jacob, and My covenant with Isaac and My 

covenant with Abraham I will remember; I will remember the land.  Leviticus 26:41-42



DANIEL’S PRAYER OF REPENTANCE:



THE BABYLONIAN EXILE WAS FORETOLD



SCRIPTURES FORETOLD THAT THE JEWSWOULD 
RETURN AND REBUILD JERUSALEM;  AND THAT CYRUS
WOULD MAKE A DECREE ABOUT IT

• ‘Who says of Cyrus, ‘He is My shepherd, And he shall perform 

all My pleasure, Saying to Jerusalem, “You shall be built,”   And 

to the temple, “Your foundation shall be laid.” ’   Isaiah 44:28

• He (Cyrus) shall build my city and set my exiles free (Is. 45:13)



PROPHESY FULFILLED: CYRUS MAKES A DECREE TO 
REBUILD THE TEMPLE IN JERUSALEM!

• In the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, in order to fulfill the word of the Lord spoken by 

Jeremiah, the Lord moved the heart of Cyrus king of Persia to make a proclamation 

throughout his realm and to put it in writing: "This is what Cyrus king of Persia says: 'The 

Lord, the God of heaven, has given me all the kingdoms of the earth and he has appointed 

me to build a temple for him at Jerusalem in Judah. Anyone of his people among you--may 

the Lord his God be with him, and let him go up.'"  2 Chronicles 36: 20-23



WHAT DID DANIEL UNDERSTAND?

• The Hebrew prophets and scribes used the number of 

Passovers that had transpired as a way of marking the passing 

of years.

• So, counting the number of Passovers is the way of 

MARKING/COUNTING the passage of years!



THE SCRIPTURES FORETELL 70 YEAR EXILE TO BABYLON 
AND HOW IT WAS FULFILLED IN HISTORY



GIVE CREDIT/KUDOS TO THIS WONDERFUL 
RESOURCE!

• By Dan Bruce 

• Visit ProphesySociety.org

• Free eBook download



HERE IS DANIEL’S CALCULATION!



COULD IT BE THAT DANIEL UNLOCKED/UNSEALED A 
CURRENT AND A FUTURE 70 YEAR EXILE PROPHESY?



CLUES SUGGESTING ANOTHER 70 YEAR EXILE THAT 
INVOLVES NORTHERN KINGDOM (EPHRAIM)

• Key #1--Tyre is a type and shadow of modern-day Babylon 

• Key #2--“Daughter of Babylon” = The United States of America



CLUES SUGGESTING ANOTHER FUTURE 70 YEAR 
EXILE; THE SHIPS OF TARSHISH



THE MYSTERY BABYLON WOMAN OF 
REVELATION 17 AND 18



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE ANCIENT BABYLON



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Marketplace She is a marketplace of 

trading for the nations (Isaiah 23: 3)

• Her great wealth made kings of the 

earth and the merchants rich:

(Ezek 27:33, Ezek 27: 12-24)

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Marketplace She is a 

marketplace of trading for the 

nations….

• Her great wealth made kings 

of the earth and the 

merchants rich. Rev 18: 3



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Her walls are destroyed. “ (Ezek 26:4, 
12)

• She dwells upon the waters. Tyre was 
an ancient Coastal city dwelling upon sea.
The ruins of the city are found on the 
shores of modern day Lebanon . There are 
only bare rocks there, where fisherman 
hang out their nets to dry.

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Her walls are destroyed. “Her 

foundations have fallen, her walls are 

thrown down”…(Jer 50: 15)

• She dwells upon the waters “Come, I 

will show you the judgment of the great 

harlot who sits on many waters…” 

Rev 17:1



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Great waters cover her. For thus says 

the Master Yahweh: ‘When I make you a 

desolate city, like cities that are not 

inhabited, when I bring the deep upon 

you, and great waters cover you. 

Ezekiel 26:19

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Great waters cover her;The sea has 

come up over Babylon; She is covered 

with the multitude of its waves. Jer. 51:42



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Borders will be covered by the sea: 

Your borders are in the midst of the 

seas… (Ezek. 27:4)

And the entire company which is in your 

midst, will fall into the midst of the seas 

on the day of your ruin. (Ezek. 27:27)

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Borders will be covered by the sea;
The sea has come up over Babylon; She is 
covered with the multitude of its waves.
(Jer. 51:42)
Because Yahweh is plundering Babylon And 
silencing her loud voice, Though her waves 
roar like great waters, and the noise of 
their voice is uttered. (Jer. 51:55)



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Merchants/princes mourn and howl:

And they shall raise their voice and cry 

bitterly over you, and cast dust on their 

heads, rolling themselves in ashes.

Gird themselves with sackcloth, And weep 

for you with bitterness of heart and bitter 

wailing. Ezek 27:30-32

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Merchants/princes mourn and 

howl:The kings of the earth who 

committed fornication and lived 

luxuriously with her will weep and 

lament for her, when they see the smoke 

of her burning, Rev. 18:9



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• Coasts will shake:The common-land 

will shake at the sound of the cry of 

your pilots. (Ezek. 27: 28)

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• Coasts will shake.And the land will 

tremble and sorrow; For every purpose 

of Yahweh shall be performed against 

Babylon, To make the land of Babylon a 

desolation without inhabitant. Jer. 51:29



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• We are told to “come out of her”

The people who lived on mainland Tyre

fled to an island off the coast of Tyre. 

They stayed there until later when 

Alexander the great took the rubble 

from mainland Tyre and built a causeway 

to the island, and destroyed them all.

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• We are told to “come out of her”

Come out of her, my people, lest you 

share in her sins, and lest you receive of 

her plagues.” Rev. 18:4

Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and 

deliver every man his soul: Jer. 51:6



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• She deals in slave trade: Javan, Tubal, 

and Meshech were your traders. They 

bartered human lives and vessels of 

bronze for your merchandise. 

Ezek. 27:13

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• She deals in slave trade: For no one 
buys their merchandise anymore: 
merchandise of gold and silver, precious 
stones and pearls, fine linen and purple, silk 
and scarlet, every kind of citron wood, 
cattle and sheep, horses and chariots, and 
bodies and souls of men.    
Rev. 18:11, 13



COMPARE ANCIENT TYRETO END OF DAYS 
“DAUGHTER OF BABYLON!

ANCIENT TYRE

• She will never be rebuilt or inhabited 

again. I make you a horror and let you be 

no more. And you are sought for, but never 

found again. (Ezek. 26:21)

The merchants among the peoples will hiss 

at you; You will become a horror, and be no 

more forever.’ (Ezek. 27:36)

END OF DAYS BABYLON

• She will never be rebuilt or 

inhabited again. Because of the wrath 

of the LORD, She shall not be inhabited, 

But she shall be wholly desolate. 

Everyone who goes by Babylon shall be 

horrified And hiss at all her plagues. 

Jer. 50:13



CONCLUSION: ANCIENT TYRE IS A SHADOW 
PICTURE OF END OF DAYS BABYLON

Tyre prophesy clock=70 years Daughter of Babylon prophesy clock=70 years



LETS SUMMARIZE

• We have looked at another way of interpreting the 70 weeks of Daniel. 

• During the time of Daniel’s exile, counting the Passover Feasts was a way of marking and 

counting the passage of years. 

• In this view, each week is one year of keeping Shavuot in the land. 

So, 70 weeks = 70 Shavu’im or 70 years of keeping Shavuot in the land of Israel.

• The ancient city of Tyre is a type and shadow of end of days daughter of Babylon nation.



LETS SUMMARIZE

• Ancient Tyre was on a 70 year prophesy clock. At the end of the prophesy clock, Tyre was 

destroyed and never rebuilt again.

• I offer to you that the 70 year prophesy clock for ancient Tyre and modern day daughter of 

Babylon are “in sync” and “in parallel” with each other. 

• Could it be that Daniel unlocked/unsealed a 70 year exile prophesy for his own time but also 

for a future time?

• When Daniel figured out “what time is it?” during the time of his exile, he prayed a prayer of 

repentance on behalf of his people. This was a KEY to unlock the door for Judah to return to 

Israel.



LET’S REVIEW: HOW ARE WE DEFINING “WEEKS”?

• Shavu’im means: Feast of Weeks (Plural of Shavuot)

• We are going to count the passage of 70 Shavu’im, or 

70 years of Shavuots in the land of Israel.

• What is the “beginning point” of the count?



COULD IT BE THAT THERE IS A DOUBLE 
FULFILLMENT OF THIS PROPHESY?

• This is what the Lord says: "When seventy years are completed for 

Babylon, I will come to you and fulfill my gracious promise to bring you 

back to this place.“ Jeremiah 29:10



JEREMIAH 29:14--COULD THERE BE A DOUBLE 
FULFILLMENT FOR THIS VERSE?

• I will be found by you, says Yahweh and I will bring you back from your captivity; I will 

gather you from all the nations and from all the places where I have driven you, says 

Yahweh , and I will bring you to the place from which I cause you to be carried away 

captive.



DECODING DANIEL 9:25

• Know therefore and understand,

That from the going forth of the command 

to restore and build Jerusalem (THE START POINT)

Until Messiah the Prince,  (THE END POINT)

There shall be seven weeks and sixty-two weeks;

The street shall be built again, and the wall, Even in troublesome times. 



DECODING DANIEL 9: 24 ~ SEVENTY WEEKS ARE 
DECREED FOR YOUR PEOPLE AND FOR YOUR SET APART 
CITY:

• To put an end to the transgression

• To seal up sins and to cover crookedness

• To make reconciliation for iniquity

• To bring in everlasting righteousness

• To seal up vision and prophecy

• To anoint the Most Holy



DECODING DANIEL 9:25







THE END POINT OF THE 70 YEAR PROPHESY CLOCK; A 
JUBILEE YEAR DURING THE TIME OF YESHUA!



CONNECTING THE DOTS BETWEEN SCRIPTURE 
AND ITS FULFILLMENT IN HISTORY



DECODING DANIEL 9:26

• And after the sixty-two weeks

Messiah shall be cut off, but not for 

Himself; And the people of the prince 

who is to come shall destroy the city 

and the sanctuary. The end of it shall be

with a flood, And till the end of the war 

desolations are determined.



DECODING DANIEL 9:27

• And he (messiah) shall confirm a 

covenant with many for one week. 

And in the middle of the week he shall 

put an end to sacrifices and meal 

offering. And on the wing of 

abominations he shall lay waste, even 

until the complete end and that which is 

decreed is poured out on the one who 

lays waste. Daniel 9: 27



TAKE A LOOK AT THIS CHART; IT SUMMARIZES DANIELS 70 
WEEKS:



COULD IT BE THAT DANIEL UNLOCKED/UNSEALED A 
CURRENT AND A FUTURE 70 YEAR EXILE PROPHESY?



REMEMBER, HOW ARE WE DEFINING “WEEKS”?

• Shavu’im, which means: Feast of Weeks (Plural of 

Shavuot)

• We are going to count the passage of 70 Shavu’im, or 

70 years of Shavuots kept in the land of Israel. 

• What is the “beginning point” of the count?



WE ARE GOING TO COUNT 70 SHAVU’IM. BUT 
WHAT IS THE STARTING POINT FOR OUR COUNT?

• When was the going forth of the command to restore and build Jerusalem (in modern 

times)?



THE UN PARTITION PLAN: NOVEMBER 29, 1947



THE BIRTH OF THE SECULAR NATION OF ISRAEL, 
MAY 14,  1948



THE FIRST SHAVUOT IN THE LAND: JUNE 13-14, 1948

• The first “WEEK” or SHAVUOT in the land: June 13-14, 1948. 

• This is YEAR 1,  or the first WEEK  of the 70 weeks = 70 years = 70 

Shavu’im of Daniel. 

• We are going to count as Daniel did, counting 70 Shavuot feasts in the 

land of Israel.

• Our starting point will be November 29, 1947.



THE SEVENTY WEEKS OF DANIEL CALCULATION



COUNTING THE 70 WEEKS (SHAVU’IM) JUST AS 
DANIEL COUNTED TO MARK THE 70 YEARS

November 
29, 1947
UN Decree 

November 
29, 2016 = 
Shavuot 69

November 
29, 2017 = 
Shavuot 70

May 31, 2017 
Shavuot, middle of 
the week= year

June 13-14, 1948 = 
Shavuot 1

Final “Week” (1 year) of Daniel



UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY GRANTED PALESTINE NON-
MEMBER STATUS: ON 11.29.12, THE 65TH “WEEK” OF DANIEL



WILL THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL VOTE TO DECREE 
FULL MEMBER PALESTINIAN STATE ON….11.29.16? 



DOES OBAMA HAVE A “NOVEMBER SURPRISE”? 
HAPPENING AFTER THE ELECTIONS AND BEFORE HE LEAVES 
OFFICE?



HOW DO WE BREAK THE CURSE OF OUR JUDGMENT?
HOW DO WE COME BACK INTO COVENANT?

• We do as Daniel did!  As he studied the scriptures, he understood that there was LESS 

THAN ONE YEAR LEFT of the 70 year Babylonian exile sentence to be served!

• He prayed a PRAYER OF REPENTANCE on behalf of his people and reminded the Lord 

of His good promise from Leviticus 26: 40-42



LETS SUMMARIZE

• We looked how the 70 weeks/70 years of Daniel have been fulfilled in history TWICE: 

once during the time of Daniel (609 bc to 539 bc) and again, during the time of Yeshua:

starting in 42 bc and ending in 28 ad.

• Could it be possible that the 70 weeks/years/Shavu’im will be fulfilled a THIRD time just 

prior to the second coming of Messiah Yeshua?

• We must calibrate the prophesy clock and select the correct starting point for the clock 

to start ticking. 



LETS SUMMARIZE

• We decoded Daniel 9:25 (: “From the going forth and the command to restore and build 

Jerusalem”= START POINT…. “until Messiah”  = END POINT.  There are a total of 69 

weeks in this timeline = 69 years of keeping Shavuot in the land.

• One possible starting point for setting the prophesy clock counting down the 70 years is: 

to begin with November 29, 1947, when the UN Partition plan decreed Israeli state and 

Palestinian state with borders and boundaries.

• If this is a correct start point for the clock then this November 29, 2016, would be the 

69th week/year/Shavuot of Daniel. We would be nearly at the end point of the prophesy 

clock.



LETS SUMMARIZE

• When Daniel figured out “what time is it?” during the time of his exile, he prayed a 

prayer of repentance on behalf of his people. This was a KEY to unlock the door for 

Judah to return to Israel.

• Similarly, one of the KEYS to unlock the door for Joseph/Ephraim to return to Israel as 

we approach the end of our exile is….praying heartfelt prayers of repentance for our 

national sins.



CALL TO ACTION!

• Understand WHAT TIME IT IS!

• Pray prayers of repentance on behalf of our people to break the judgment/curse so we 

can come back into renewed covenant that God made with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob.

• Expect Abba to hear and to act on our behalf!

• Prepare to GO when it is time to GO!

• Greater Exodus could be RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!



HOW CLOSE ARE WE TO THE END OF THE EXILE? HOW 
CLOSE ARE WE TO THE GREATER EXODUS TO COME?



YAHWEH WILL DO IT AGAIN, WITH A MIGHTY 
HAND AND AN OUTSTRETCHED ARM!



OUR DESTINATION? MOUNT ZION!
ALL PRAISE GLORY AND HONOR TO YESHUA 

OUR MESSIAH! AMEIN!


